Count your
own

Broiler poultry farming in Kashmir at a glance

A huge gap between supply and demand of
poultry products in Jammu and Kashmir
makes the sector potentially a great
income generator for youth of the jobstarved state.
Poultry worth Rs.400 crore is imported
annually into the state. The Kashmir Valley
alone needs some 1,800 poultry farms with
a crop size of at least 1,000 birds per hatch
to attain self sufficiency. This will not only
create thousands of jobs but also help
reduce the capital outflow from the state.

The document is part of a series of information products providing
snapshots to young aspiring entrepreneurs regarding
viable business opportunities in the state.
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A quick look at the fundamentals
of setting up a poultry farm

Dos and Don'ts
Do










Ensure the availability of land at a well raised place
Select the location that is about one kilometer away from a residential area
Make sure it has a good road accessibility for raw material, stock transportation
Learn about any possible hostility apprehensions towards such kind of activity
Look for support in respect of availability of veterinarian in or nearby the area
Ensure your farm has adequate availability of water and electricity
Get building permission from concerned local body
Get the pollution free certificate from the Pollution Control Board
Avail facility of solar power if electricity connection not feasible

Don't
Compromise on the quality of land, it should not be marshy or swampy
Hire or purchase land without proper legal documentation
 Setup a farm near to other poultry establishments
 Setup a farm near a water body



Opportunities and Challenges
The road is laden with huge advantages







Huge market potential
Few players and untapped market
Good profit margin
Lesser investment than other livestock products
Quick returns from the stock/ hatch
Great scope for expansion

However, you may face stumbling blocks also







Less availability of suitable land
Stiff competition from imports as their production costs are low
Non availability of skilled manpower
No agricultural or industrial status to the sector
Limited availability of raw material like day old chicks, medicine, feed
Greater risk of diseases & infections outbreak
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Disclaimer: Users of this document should not solely rely on the information contained here and are advised
to consult domain experts prior to the start of their venture based on the identified market opportunity.

